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In 2004, Carolyn Han left her comfortable life and position as a lecturer in English at Hawaii

Community College and went to live in one of the most remote and mysterious places in the

Middle East—Yemen, known in the West primarily for providing a haven for terrorists affiliated

with al Qaeda. The previous year, she had sold her gold jewelry to travel with Bedouin by

camel from Marib to Shabwa, and the life-changing experience opened the path for her to

become the first American English instructor in Yemen’s wild tribal area, Marib.Guided by

fateful encounters and unfazed by warnings of danger, Han allowed her life to unfold as it

might, with a sense of acceptance informed by the idea that whatever happens is meant to

happen. Learning and understanding would follow. In this book,Han paints a vivid portrait of

Yemeni customs, including their enjoyment of the stimulant qat and their proclivity for carrying

AK-47s wherever they go, and she conveys what it was like to be a woman alone surrounded

by a culture not her own. As the old saying goes, Han, the ostensible teacher, became the

student, and through these pages she allows readers a rare glimpse into a Bedouin culture

that most will never encounter.

About the AuthorCAROLYN HAN is the author of several books, including From the Land of

Sheba: Yemen Folk Tales (Interlink Publishing, 2005) and three collections of Chinese folktales

published in the 1990s by the University of Hawaii Press. She received a BA in English from

the University of Hawaii at Hilo and an MA in comparative literature from San Diego State

University. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Author’s Note“Let the beauty we love be what we do.” I am grateful for Rumi’s words; they have

encouraged me to travel uncharted paths. Fate surely created the path to Marib, Yemen, and

without question, I followed. Words in the book are merely swirls of dust kicked up as I

journeyed over an ancient caravan route, finding pieces of myself, but that was not the plan. I



went to teach English. The journey took me to a little-known part of our world, but a place long

ago of ancient renown. Answers to unasked questions involved struggles and sacrifices, which

I could not have known at the beginning of the journey.The book is not about Yemen but a thin

slice of life within a brief period of time viewed through a narrowly slit window showing the

landscape and people of Marib. Watching others, I came face to face with myself. In the desert,

I kept notes to make sense of the often-mystifying experience. Otherwise, I might have

disappeared. When things got too crazy, I told Mohammed, my bodyguard, that I would write

about him. He laughed, believing no one would be interested in reading about him or Yemen.

After dusting off my notes, I combined them with remembered moments. Some names are

changed for various reasons because it seemed wise.I am thrilled to welcome you to Marib.

Together we can gaze out a small window and, if we are lucky, catch a glimpse of a desert

wildcat or camels on the horizon. Or perhaps by looking from the other side, we can discover a

new awareness of ourselves.A Note on TransliterationI had to make choices about rendering

Arabic words into English. In the book, I have used the generally accepted English spellings of

Arabic terms. After using an Arabic word, I have explained its meaning. If I was not sure how to

render a word, I consulted my Yemeni teachers. I take full responsibility for any errors that may

have occurred.

PART IA FAR-OFF CORNER OF THE WORLD

1THE JOURNEYThat which we do not confront in ourselves we will meet as fate.— CARL

JUNGIn Marib, I disappeared. Although I did not drink a magic potion like Alice in Alice’s

Adventures in Wonderland, I grew smaller and smaller. The desert bleaches bones chalky

white, turning them to dust. Sandstorms twist day into night. Winds wear away rock. Raindrops

vanish in sand, and like them, one day—poof—I was gone.I had not planned to disappear in

Marib. I went to teach English.Marib was once the famed capital of the Sabaean kingdom—the

greatest city-state in all of South Arabia—and home to the legendary Queen of Saba, from

which we get the name “Sheba.” Yemenis refer to the queen as Bilqis, a name of unknown

origin. The Bible tells the story of the auspicious meeting of the Queen of Sheba and King

Solomon, and the Koran gives a vivid account of the Queen of Saba’s travels north delivering

gifts of gold, gems, and incense to King Sulayman’s court in Jerusalem.For nearly three

thousand years, the retold stories have included romance and mystery as underlying themes,

but in part, the meeting between two sensible leaders may have been an economic endeavor

for the international distribution of frankincense and myrrh. The Sabaeans controlled the

southern portion of the incense route, and King Solomon maintained territories in the north. An

alliance would benefit both leaders.Trade in frankincense and myrrh brought vast riches to

Marib. Incense (made from gum resin) was a major commodity essential for religious and

secular uses and exported from the southern tip of Arabia. Transported on donkeyback to

gathering centers, the incense was later loaded onto camels for winter caravans traveling north

to the marketplaces of Petra, Jerusalem, Damascus, Alexandria, Rome, and onward. Used in

ancient ceremonies, burning incense carried prayers to the sky gods: sun, moon, and morning

star. Pharaonic Egypt required huge quantities of frankincense and myrrh for embalming.

Incense was burnt before the Tabernacle, the portable sanctuary in which the Jews carried the

Ark of the Covenant. Frankincense perfumed King Solomon’s couch, as mentioned in Song of

Solomon. Gifts to baby Jesus included gold, frankincense, and myrrh—treasures worthy of a

king. Incense perfumed clothing and masked odors of an ancient world.Camel caravans loaded

with incense traveled the recognized trade routes, stopping to pay tributes or taxes at important



cities. Keeping to well-known routes was necessary for survival. Caravans attempting to avoid

Marib or other established sites faced certain death. Stories, of course, traveled with goods on

the ancient trading routes, including tales of Marib’s fabled Sabaean queen.Through the ages,

legends of the Queen of Sheba have endured. When stories persist, they hold truth—a

collective memory bank—creating possibilities. Retold stories help overcome the transitory

quality of life by providing continuity. They allow us to kick dust along ancient footpaths, listen to

music of camel’s bells, smell incense and spices in marketplaces, experience wonders of the

world, and perhaps, if we are lucky, taste forbidden fruit. Stories act as maps—connecting us to

the past, helping us find our way in the present, and guiding us into the future. They tell us

everything if we are still and willing to listen.Like the Queen of Sheba, heroes in stories often

leave places of comfort and venture into the unknown. Life presents travelers with at least two

paths. One way appears easy and secure. The other looks difficult and uncertain, but the risky

path may lead to hidden truths. As heroes in our own stories when faced with situations we

never dreamed possible, we must confront ourselves. This takes courage because ten

thousand distractions lurk along the way. Pressured by unseen forces, we need to take a hard

look and have faith that our intuition is directing us to become whom we are destined to be. We

must quiet ourselves enough to listen. Listen and leap.With this in mind, I wanted to someday

travel to Yemen and stand in the Queen of Sheba’s footsteps, to walk the same land, and to

write stories in the shadows of her temples. In Arabia, there is a saying: “That which is

inscribed on our foreheads we must obey.”

2PLACES FIND USThere are years that ask questions and years that answer.—ZORA NEALE

HURSTONSince the 1980s, I had traveled the silk and incense routes through China, India,

and the Middle East collecting and writing stories. Yemen was not next on my agenda; it was

far down on the list, or so I thought. Destiny sometimes tugs at our consciousness, and other

times it actually drags us to the place we need to experience.During my journeys, I let

whatever happened happen, and in that way the journey was my teacher. I was constantly

delighted to find myself in new situations being swept up in the dust of the moment. Not

understanding what it is I am supposed to do or learn—that comes later.In 1999 I rented a

closet-like room in a downtown hotel in Amman, Jordan, after collecting Bedouin tales in Petra

by moonlight. When the hotel clerk brought tea, he spoke about teaching mathematics in one

of the oldest capitals of the world, Sana’a. He said, “It’s where you go next.” I followed his

advice.Sana’a, legends tell us, was established by Noah’s eldest son, Shem. After the biblical

flood, Noah sent his three sons to populate the world. Shem traveled south until he found a

suitable location to begin a city. At the base of the mountain, he took out his plumb line, but a

bird picked up the line and flew away. Shem followed. The bird dropped the plumb line where

Sana’a stands today, and the rest is history.I dreamed of standing at the base of Jabal Nuqum,

the very mountain where the bird picked up Shem’s line. In 2000 I came to Sana’a and stayed

to study Arabic. By learning the language, I hoped to achieve as direct a relationship with the

people as possible in order to collect stories.Kamal, my first-year Arabic instructor and later

friend, was endlessly patient. However, after six weeks of total frustration and feeling dyslexic, I

took a break and traveled. Traveling in Yemen is complicated—foreigners are required to have

letters of permission at the numerous military checkpoints to leave the city. The difficulties did

not stop me from traveling but further heightened its appeal. The institute where I studied

Arabic frowned on travel outside Sana’a. “Yemen’s a dangerous place,” warned Jamal, the

institute’s director. I did not listen.Fate, as often happened, introduced me to Abdulmalik, a

Yemeni driver who for money would take me to forbidden sites. Yemen was my destiny, and I



gave myself up to it without a second thought. Before leaving Sana’a, a classmate reminded

me to pack extra underwear and medicine. “You never know, you might be kidnapped,” he said.

“Then your Arabic will improve.” That week in the Yemen Times newspaper, I read in an article

that a German student had been kidnapped but luckily released unharmed.Yemen’s much-

publicized kidnappings are usually pleas for education (schools) and services (hospitals).

Tribesmen hope to extract concessions from the government by using hostages as bargaining

chips. Since 2000 the kidnappings often happen to put pressure on the government for the

release of prisoners. It is an age-old tribal practice—nothing new—and gets the Yemeni

government’s—and more recently the Western media’s—attention. Captives are usually treated

well and freed unharmed. However, hostages have been injured and killed caught in crossfire.

With a stronger al Qaeda presence in Yemen, kidnapping foreigners may end differently.

Undaunted by warnings, I traveled to Marib.Unfortunately, much had changed in the city since

its Sabaean heyday. The once-thriving Marib (M R Y B from ancient inscriptions—vowels were

not written) had flourished in what today could only be described as a desolate desert region.

The fabulous kingdom of the Queen of Sheba is no more. Marib is a run-down, dusty

town.Abdulmalik drove his Toyota Land Cruiser—nicknamed “Monica” because of its oversized

fenders resembling Lewinsky’s hips—on a bumpy unpaved road to the Land of Two Paradises

Hotel, a neglected inn named for the Koran’s description of the two gardens of ancient Saba.

There I stayed locked behind the hotel’s metal gates. Bedouin stood on opposite sides of the

hotel’s rooftop keeping watch and aimed automatic rifles at anyone approaching the gate until

afternoon when it was time to chew qat.Qat-chewing in Yemen has been a social pastime and

universal habit among men and now women. The magic elixir said to cure Yemeni ills is at the

same time condemned for depleting water resources. In fact, criticizing qat is often the topic at

qat sessions. Although I had been to sessions before, this meeting at the hotel was my first

time chewing qat myself. I sat with the Bedouin on the floor of the box-like concrete

guardhouse carpeted with dusty goat-hair rugs. Of course, I sat on a separate rug.Without

touching me, a man passed fistfuls of leaves, dropping them into my open hands. Men and

foreign women do not touch except to shake hands, but the ultraconservative religious men

might consider handshaking taboo. Some Yemeni men stepped backward and shook their

head when I extended my hand or covered their hands by pulling down a sleeve or putting their

hands in pockets so as not to touch me directly. If men had washed for prayer, they could not

shake my hand without having to wash again.Western men—usually Americans new to Islam—

avoided shaking my hand. They studied Arabic at institutes and converted to Islam either

before or after coming to Yemen. Some had reverted, believing that we are all born Muslims.

What intrigued me were reverts—more males than females—dressed in Arab or Pakistani

clothes with American accents unwilling to acknowledge me.Other converts/reverts showed

great openness and respectful tolerance discussing Islam’s philosophical and historical

relationships with other religions. These students tended to study Arabic to read the Koran in

its original language. They would bridge the ever-widening gap between the misconceptions

and stereotypes growing in the Western world that Islam is a war-like religion. Associating

violence with Islam is inaccurate and ignorant and feeds social divisions of misunderstanding.

Relating Islam with extremism would be the same as connecting Christianity with fanaticism;

both views are radical interpretations of religious doctrines on the extreme conservative

ends.Since it was my first time chewing qat, I watched the men before I put leaves into my

mouth. I knew to chew the leaves and not swallow them but rather store a ball of masticated

leaves in my cheek. That sounds easy, but bits of leaves slid down my throat, causing me to

choke and cough. Drinking water or soda is necessary because the leaves dry your mouth, but



swallowing and keeping the leafy mass in my cheek became a challenge.Sitting across the

room, a handsome Bedouin with kohl-rimmed eyes handed me the Al-Momtaz milk can. I held

the can by the half-opened serrated top as a handle, and to my surprise, inside was

homemade strawberry wine. The more I chewed, the more I smiled. While disconnected

thoughts floated through my elastic mind, I watched the Bedouins grab their weapons and run

out the door.In Marib assault rifles are standard attire. The desert Arab lives by his rifle and

may die without it. Guns equal honor and symbolize male virility. No boy past the age of twelve

(sometimes younger) and certainly no man can be without weapons—usually Kalashnikovs or

Chinese-made AK-47s slung over shoulders, along with jambiyas (wide-bladed curved

daggers) tucked into belts. Weapons settled disputes.After realizing it was a false alarm, the

Bedouins returned and settled again, tucking thin, brown, sinewy legs under futas, the

wraparound woven skirts Yemeni men often wear, or thobes, the long shirt-like garments, and

propping one leg up with elbows resting against folded blankets as bolsters, keeping weapons

within easy reach. They resumed padding their cheeks with leaves.Abdulmalik rapped on the

blue metal door, and as if choreographed, the Bedouin jumped up and grabbed rifles, plastic

bags of qat, and water bottles. Within five minutes, we were in the Toyota, bouncing over an

unpaved road heading across the open desert to one of the ancient wonders of the world,

Marib Dam.Filled with anticipation approaching the dam and remembering that the Sabaeans

constructed it in approximately the seventh century BCE, I felt transported to an earlier age.

Abdulmalik parked at the bottom of the dam’s sluice gates in the middle of what was once a

thriving garden mentioned in the Koran.My sandals filled with hot sand when I stepped out of

the car, but I hardly noticed the heat, transfixed by the grandeur. Followed by armed men, I

climbed the massive hand-hewn stones, peered into now desiccated desert land, and tried to

imagine what it might have looked like with flowering orchards and fields of green. The dam is

so big and so wide that my camera lens could not capture it. Climbing down, I aimed my

camera at a man whom I believed was posing, when in fact he had squatted to pee.Bedouin

led me to stone canal systems at different heights that once delivered water to the surrounding

fields and explained proudly of their ancestor’s work, as if they had witnessed the construction.

Over the centuries, the dam had been patched and repaired, but its final collapse in the sixth

century CE coincided with Prophet Muhammad’s birth. The Koran’s account of the dam’s

destruction states that the Sabaeans who farmed the fabled gardens turned away from God,

and to punish them, He destroyed the dam. In Yemen, the past is ever present in the forms of

stories, history, fact, and fantasy, all intertwined. Captivated, I wanted to find out more.Marib

storytellers tell of King Amr of Saba:The King dreamed that a small, gray mouse dug stones at

the base of the dam. Since he had the dream repeatedly, he wanted it interrupted and sought

the advice of a fortune-teller. The seer explained that his dream was a sign that the dam would

collapse. King Amr rode his camel to the dam and witnessed a tiny mouse moving an

enormous stone. Amazed by its strength he watched as the mouse moved another stone and

yet another … and as predicted, the following day the dam collapsed.

Kathy Cuddihy, “An Extraordinary Woman. The subtitle of Carolyn Han's book Where the

Paved Road Ends, One Woman's Extraordinary Experiences in Yemen should perhaps have

been worded One Extraordinary Woman's Experiences in Yemen. For Han is definitely a
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woman beyond the ordinary.Han's fixed determination to repay the kindness of Bedouin who

had helped her realise her ambition to travel in the desert with them was no easy undertaking.

Her decision to teach English in the remote area of Marib meets with limited success and at

great cost to her personal freedom. Yet never does she falter in her mission. In the end, she

gets more than she gives... and she is wise enough and humble enough to recognise this

important fact.Armchair travellers might find Han's story daunting; people who know the Middle

East in general and Yemen in particular will appreciate her love, her honesty and her deep

respect for a people who touched her soul.”

Laura, “Remarkable. I am fortunate to know Carolyn Han personally, as both a friend and an

author. Ms. Han was a guest at our public and school library where she described her travel

experiences in China and the Middle East while introducing a new book she had written. I met

her because I was a librarian, yet I know her now as a wise and loving interpreter of our

world.Where the Paved Road Ends, with its honest observations of Islamic customs and

lifestyle and its thoughtful, sometimes humorous, glimpses of her own personal journey,

underlines what a brave and incredibly international person Ms. Han is. Carolyn Han makes

the perfect traveler, respectful and empathetic. By living a far more exemplary life than most

Americans, she'd be an ideal ambassador candidate. We need more Carolyn Hans who live

open-heartedly and fearlessly, pursuing their artistic and humanitarian passions, even at the

cost of their own security and comfort.I applaud this book for its eye-opening descriptions of

the veiled and mysterious foreign country of Yemen and for allowing the reader to get to know,

as I do, the strong and resilient personality of the author. Poetically, from reading a good book,

you may yourself become more enlightened and understanding.  This is such a book.”

Marta M. Lepes, “Where The Paved Road Ends. Ms. Han has written two tales in this

exceptional book. The first is a narrative of life in Yemen. She leaves the relative modernity of

Sana'a and goes to teach English in Marib, a place that even the Yemeni people eschew. Body

guards, heavily armed Bedouins, tribal feuds and strict Islam are the norm. She commits to

teaching hospital workers where the hospital sits unfinished, the donated money long gone.

She finds endless obstacles to her living there. At first she is barely appreciated, suspected of

being a spy and a thief of antiquities. Her infrequent trips to her beloved desert and ancient

sites are few and far in between. And yet, she is able to accept people for who they are, form

friendships and maintain a wonderful sense of humor.The second story is very personal and

painful. She finds herself slowly disappearing as the constant erosion of her freedom to make

personal choices adds to her physical confinement. She loses her ability to write, which for her

is losing life itself.This is an extremely well written book of adventure, acceptance and learning.

I highly recommend it and think that it would be an excellent choice for book clubs.Márta M.

Lépes”

Karen Leialoha, “An Inspiring Tale. I was taken on an eye-opening and riveting journey in the

land of the Queen of Sheba (Yemen) by American author Carolyn Han in her latest book

Where the Paved Road Ends. The author and her desert cat, Zhara, experienced challenging

and surprising adventures in Yemen, especially in the wild tribal region of Marib where Ms. Han

taught English to hospital workers. Because of the dangers in Yemen she had a bodyguard

(Mohammed) who challenged her free-spirited nature but also provided her with the safety she

didn't want to admit she needed. Their relationship provided tension, relief and some surprises.

Her account of crossing the desert on a camel (a dream of hers) is inspiring.I learned that



women in Yemen definitely don't have the freedom, power or educational opportunities that we

do in the USA. She describes her experiences so poignantly that I felt I was there with her

when reading her book. Wearing the veil was expected of her and she shares her experience

of making that adjustment.I liked the pace of this book and had a hard time putting the book

down. i recommend this book to anyone who wants to know what it's like for a woman to live in

a part of the world that seems like a time warp and is rich in ancient history, living traditions

and mystery.  The author seemed to lose herself and then find herself anew.”

John, “Where The Paved Road Ends. Where The Paved Road Ends is a woman's personal

account of life and Yemeni tradition in the tribal, desert region of Marib, a life where rigid views

of Islam are practiced and enforced, almost-always favoring men at the expense of women.

Thought to be a spy, a woman not to be trusted, Han pushes through obstacles and

frustrations. Along the way, she finds pieces of herself in the journey; she discovers parts of

herself not examined but indeed worth living.Had Han known before beginning her journey that

it would be riddled with danger and sacrifices, would she had ventured out into the unknown

desert of her life? Undoubtedly. Han's choices live up to her first paragraph and Rumi's words,

"Let the beauty we love be what we do." Carolyn Han chose to do. And fortunately for us, she

has written the beauty that she loves into this extraordinary adventure, allowing the reader to

get into her innermost thoughts and struggles as she travels uncharted paths of Yemen and

self-discovery.”

peter boswell, “fellow Yemeni admirer. I have read 'Where the Paved Road Ends' and can say

at once what a thoroughly pleasurable time I had revisiting some of my old haunts and more

especially old friends, in particular the writer. I have never had the experience of knowing an

author and reading his/her book before and it is quite different to meeting up with them

separately, so much more is revealed.Ms Han's experience of Marib showed a part of Yemen

that I did not experience and rather nasty it seemed, I commend her courage in sticking it out

and communicating her pain to the reader. What a true adventurer she is seeking challenge in

all aspects of gender, culture, physical and religious borders and/or conflicts.One question

remains, Why did she do it ?? Perhaps as one explorer remarked in answer to the same

question about climbing Everest 'because it is there'.Maybe it is so with Ms Han.”

Adriana, “The beauty of a complex country. Last week I sat in my chair in my own living room...

and I traveled to Yemen. 'Where the Paved Road Ends' took me to the Yemeni desert and I saw

Yemen and its people through the eyes of Carolyn Han, who has lived both in Marib and in

Sana'a. I learned about the complex society, about the difficult relationships between men and

women, and also about the beauty and the hospitality that Yemen has to offer. Carolyn Han's

account of her life in Yemen is an intriguing story on itself, but she also shares stories that

Yemeni told her while she traveled through the desert, accompanied by bedouins, or when she

lived in Marib, under constant surveillance of Yemeni guards. This book is a wonderful read for

all of those who like to travel without leaving their house, but also for those who have visited

Yemen or are thinking about going there.”

The book by Carolyn Han has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 10 people have provided feedback.
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